
Development of agriculture in
Malawi after independence

Introduction
You have learnt that agriculture is important in Malawi because it
provides food, employment, income and raw materials. Some
agricultural products are sold outside Malawi as exports. The money
comes from other countries to pay for the exported goods as foreign
exchange. Agriculture therefore, needs to be improved.

In this unit, you will learn the meaning and importance of agricultural
development. You will also learn some of the factors that led to the
rapid development of agriculture in Malawi after independence.
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Activities
Activity 1: Meaning of 'agricultural development'
You may have heard people say that agriculture in Malawi should be

devetop'ed. What does agricultural development mean? Observe in

your area some of the agiicultural activities that have developed' List

ih"r" in your notebooks. took at figures 2.1,2.2 and 2.3 below

showing some agricultural activities that have developed since

independence.

Figure 2.1 an agricultural activity
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Figure 2.2 an agricultural activity Figure 2.3 an agricultural activity

What are the agricultural activities shown in figures 2.1,2.2 and 2.3?
Why are such activities carried out?

A number of agricultural activities have been introduced in the
country to improve crop and animal production. Some of them are:
. feeding of animals in kholas (stallfeeding)
. irrigating crops such as rice and sugarcane
. dipping animals

Name other activities that are carried out in your area to increase
agricultu ral production.

From your discussion, you will note that agricultural development is a
process of increasing crop and animal production.
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Activity 2: lmportance of agricultural development in
Malawi

Why do you think it is important to develop agriculture in Malawi?
Find out from your parents, farmers or agricultural extension worker
in your area. List the findings in your notebook. Discuss the findings
with your teacher.

From your findings you will notice that agricultural development is
impoilant in Malawi for three main reasons. These are as follows.
. tt increases supply of food to meet the needs of the growing of

human population.
. lt increases the incomes of farmerc.
. lt increases raw materials for industries.
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Activity 3: Reasons for the rapid development of
agriculture in Malawi since independence

what do you think were the factors that led to the rapid agricultural
development in Malawi? Find out from your parents, farmers or
agricultural extension worker in the area. List the findings in your
notebook. Discuss them with your teacher.

The following are some of the factors that should be noted.
. The National Rural Development Programme (NRDp) was

introduced.
. Agriculture was made a subject in schools and colleges.
. Better methods of farming were introduced.
. Agricultural extension work was improved.
. Better methods of teaching farmers through extension were

introduced.
. Loans and credit were given to farmers.
. Farmers were encouraged to work hard.
. Agriculturaltraining centres and farm institutes were established.
. Agricultural schemes were established.
. Smallholder authorities were established for tea, tobacco,

sugarcane and other crops.
. Agricultural research stations were established.

Exercise
1 What is meant by agricultural development?
2 List the agricultural activities in your area.
3 Why is agricultural development important in Malawi?
4 state five factors that led to the rapid agricuttural development in

Malawi since independence.
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Rapid population growth and
agricuttural development in Malawi

lntroduction
You leamt that as human population increases, the need for food
also increases. There is therefore need to develop agriculture in
order to increase food production. However, the development of
agriculture in a country may have both good and bad etfects on the
human population.

In this unit, you will learn the effect of agricultural development on
people's lives. You will also learn etfects of rapid population growth
on agricultural development and how the bad etfects of agricultural
development on human population can be reduced.
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Activities
Activity l: Effects of agricultural development on the

lives of people
In order to develop agriculture, there are a number of activities that
are carried out by people. These include growing crops.

What do farmers in your area do to develop agriculture? List the
activities in your notebook. The answer to the following questions
will help you to find out more on what the farmers do.
. Do farmers in your area use machines to clear and prepare the

land for cultivation?
. Are there any large farms or estates in your area?
. How much land is taken up by farms or estates?
. Do farmers use a lot of fertilizers in your area?. Discuss your

findings with your fellow pupib and your teacher.

What effects do the following agricultural activities have on the lives
of people:
. opening of large pieces of land for cultivation?
. opening of estates in order to increase production of cash crops?
o too much use of fertilizers and chemicals?

Discuss these with your teacher.
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From your discussions, you will note that agricultural development
has both good and bad effects on the lives of people.

Some of the good effects are:
. improvement in the diets of people
. people have enough food of better quality
. increased cash income through sales of crop and animal products
. increased employment on farms and estates
. improvement in roads, thereby, enabling people to move easily

and sell their products

Some of the bad effects on the lives of people are:
. shortoge of food because people may grow more cash crops
. shoftage of land because of too many estates
. movement of people to towns and cities to look for jobs because of

land shortage
r pollution of soil, water and air because of too much use of

fertilisers
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Activity 2: Ways of reducing bad effects of agricultural
development on lives of people

How do you think the bad effects of agricultural development on the
population can be reduced? Find out from nearby farmers or estates
how the effects are reduced. Discuss your findings with your
teacher.

Some of the ways of reducing the bad effects are by:
. encouraging estate owners to produce both food and cash crops
. encouraging the rural people to staft small businesses
. increasing prices of food crops to encourage farmers to produce

more food
. distributing land fairly to those who need it
o providing farmers with loans to increase food production
. using fertilizers correctly
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Activity 3: Effects of rapid population grovvth on
ag ri c u ltu ral devel opm ent

The population of Malawi is increasing rapidly. What do you think
are the effects of rapid population growth on agricultural
development? Discuss with your teacher.

Some of the etfects are as follows.
. Land is divided into small plots for family members.
. Land is overused and this reduces crop yields.
. People cultivate on steep slopes, hillsides and river banks due to

shortage of land.

Activity 4: Ways of reducing bad effects of rapid
population growth on agricultural
development

How do you think the bad etfects of rapid population growth on
agricultural development can be reduced? Discuss this with your
teacher.

Some of the bad effects of rapid population growth can be reduced by:
. moving people to settle in areas where land for farming is

available
. distributing land fairly
. reducing the population growth rate by using family planning

methods
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Exercise
1 What are the good etfects of agricultural development on the lives

of peoPle?

2 What are the bad etfects of agriculturaldevelopment on the lives
of peoPle?

3 How can the bad results of agricultural development on the lives of
people be reduced?

4 What are the etfects of rapid population growth on agricultural
development?

5 How can the etfects of rapid population growth on agricultural
development be reduced?
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Gender roles in agricultural
development

lntroduction
You have leamt that agricultural development involves a number of
activities. The activities are aimed at increasing crop and animal
production. Some of these activities are done by men, others are
done by women.

Although men and women do ditferent activities, some activities can
be done by both men and women.

In this unit, you will leam about activities that can be done by both
men and women.
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Activities
Activity 1: Agricultural activities that men and

women do separately
What agricultural activities did you observe being done by women?
What activities did you observe being done by men? Find out from
your parents. List your activities in your notebook.

Study table 4.1 below and figure 4.2 on page 20 showing agricultural
activities mostly done by women and men separately. ldentify the
activities. Discuss with your fellow pupils and the teacher.

Copy table 4.1 below in your notebook. Fill in the activities mostly
done by men and those done mostly by women.

Activities done by men Activities done by women

Table 4.1 agricultural activities done mostly by men and women

Activity 2: Agricultural activities done by both men
and women

Look at table 4.1 above. Which activities do you think can be done
by both men and women?
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Study figure 4.1 below showing an agricultural activity done by both
men and women.

Figure 4.1 an agriculturalactivity done by both men and women

ldentify the activity. Discuss with your fellow pupils and your teacher.

Some of the agricultural activities that both women and men should
do are:
. opening new gardens
. planting seeds
. weeding crops
a

a

a

a

selling farm produce
haruesting crops
repairing farm tools
constructing kholas,
nkhokwe and barns
herding animals
milking cows
processing produce
carrying produce
stall feeding cattle
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Role play the activities. Practise cutting thatching grass, cutting
poles for building kholas and build a kholafor your school.

Exercise
1 List the agricultural activities that are mostly done by women and

men separately in your area.
2 List the agricultural activities that should be done by both men and

women.
3 Why should women and men work together in all agricultural

activities? (give one reason for your answer)
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Agricultural practices and the
environment

Introduction
You have leamt that agricultural development involves a number of
activities. These activities or farming practices have both good and
bad etfects on the environment.

In this unit, you will learn some of the etfects of agricultural practices
on the environment and ways of reducing them.
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Activities
ActivilYr 1:

Study figure 5.1

Effects of agricultural practices on the
environment
below which shows an agricultural practice.
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Figure 5.1 an agricultural practice

ldentify the agricultural practice? What do you think would be the
etfect of this practice on the environment? Discuss with your
teacher.
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Study figure 5.2 below.

Figure 5.2 etfects of an agriculturalactivity

ldentify the etfects you see in figure s.2 above. what other
agricultural practices atfect the environment? Visit a nearby area.
ldentify bad agricultural practices that affect the environment. List
them in your notebook. Discuss with your teacher.

The following are some of the bad agricultural practices:
. cultivating on steep slopes or river banks
. overgrazing and overstocking
o cutting down trees carelessly
. clearing land using fire

why do you think people carry out such practices? Discuss with your
teacher.
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You will note that people cultivate on steep slopes and along dver
banks due to shortage of land. There is shortage of land because of
too many people. Land is overgrazed because of keeping too many
animals on a small Piece of land.

It is therefore, important that the resources available should match
with the number of people and animals.
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Activity 2: Ways of reducing the effects of
agricultural practices on the environment

Study figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 below and on page 26 showing some
of the ways of reducing the etfects of the agricultural practices on the
environment.

Figure 5.3 reducing the etfects of

agricultural practice on the environment

Figure 5.4 one other way of reducing

the effects of agricultural practice on
the environment

Figure 5.5 anotrer way of reducing the effects of agricultural practice on the environnent

ldentify the ways of reducing the etfects of agricultural practices on
the environment shown in figures 5.3, S.4 and S.S on page 25.

Discuss the ways with your teacher, parents, extension worker and
forestry otficer.
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Effects Ways of reducing the effects

deforestation planting trees

soil erosion making ridges across the slope,
terracing, planting trees

drought making dams, planting trees

overgrazrng reducing the number of animals on a
given piece of land

pollution using safe chemicals and disposing
waste safely

reduction in the
quality of land

practising crop rotation, applying
manures and fertilizers correctly

Table 5.1 below shows some of the ways of reducing the bad effects
of agricultural practices on the environment.

Tabte 5.1 ways of reducing the bad efiects of agricultural practices on the environment

With the help of your teacher or parents or forestry officer plant trees
on bare land around the school or around your home.
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Impofrance and groups of
vegetables

Introduction
You have learnt the importance and types of crops grown in Malawi.
You will remember that the types of crops include vegetables.

In this unit, you will learn what vegetables are, why they are
important and their groups.



Activities
Activity 1: Meaning of the word
What are vegetables? Look at figure 13.1
plants.

'vegetables'
below showing some crop

Figure 13.1 some crop plants

What type of crop plants are shown in the figure? ldentify them.

Visit nearby vegetable gardens. Look at different vegetable plants.
Name them. Ask the farmer at what stage of growth vegetabtes are
harvested for food.

Discuss with your teacher the meaning of the word 'vegetable'. you
will notice that vegetables are plants usually haruested fresh for food.
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Activity 2: Importance of vegetables
Why do you think farmers grow vegetables?

Visit nearby vegetable farmers and find out why they grow
vegetables.
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Record your findings in your notebook. Compare the findings with
the following:
. They are a good food.
. Thev are a source of income to the farmer.
.They are a source of raw materials.



Activity 3: Groups of vegetables
Study figure 13.2 below carefully. Group the vegetables according to
the part which is harvested.

Figure 13.2 examples of vegetables

Can you think of other vegetables under each group? Discuss with
your teacher.

Copy the diagram in figure 13.3 into your notebook. Complete the
diagram by choosing the correct vegetable from the list given in the
box below:

pumpkin, drumhead cabbage, onion, carrot, okra, lrish potato, rape,
beans, pigeon peas, tomatoes

Figure 13.3 a vegetable tree diagram

Discuss the answers with your teacher.
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Exercise
1 Fill in the blank spaces of the statements below.

a Vegetables are which are haruested

b Vegetables are grouped according to the main
which is commonlv

2 Some of the main uses of vegetables in Malawi are:
a food, manure and income
b food, employment and export
c food, manure and employment
d food, income and raw materials

3 Five groups of vegetables commonly grown in Malawi are:
a root, stem, leaf, fruit and bulb vegetables
b root, leaf, flower, fruit and bulb vegetables
c root, leaf, fruit, legume and bulb vegetables
d tuber, leaf, fruit, legume and bulb vegetables

4 Garrots and onions are examples of:
a fruit and root vegetables
b root and leaf vegetables
c bulb and leguminous vegetables
d root and bulb vegetables
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Rotation of vegetables

Leaf Vegetable

lntroduction
You have learnt that good crop husbandry practices increase yield.
One of the crop husbandry practices which increases the yield of
vegetables is rotation.

In this unit, you will learn about the meaning and importance of
rotating vegetables. You will also learn how to rotate vegetables.

C)
Bulb/Root Vegetable

Fruit Vegetable



Activities
Activity 1: Meaning and importance of vegetable

rotation
What is rotation? Visit a nearby vegetable garden. Find out if the
farmers in your area rotate the types of vegetables grown in their
plots. Discuss with the farmers why they rotate the vegetables?
Discuss with your teacher.

Note that the growing of ditferent types of vegetables on a plot in a
specific order is called rotation.

It is important to rotate vegetables because:
. it reduces pests and diseases
. it improves soil fertility
. vegetables make better use of soil nutrients found in ditferent

layers of the soil
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Activity 2: Planning a rotation for vegetables
How do farmers in your area plan a rotation for vegetables? Discuss
with farmers or the extension worker in your area.

Ask farmers the following questions:
. How do you know which group of vegetables should be on which

plot?
. In what order should vegetables follow one another? Why?

Record your findings in your notebook. Discuss your findings with
your teacher.

Look at figure 14.1 showing an example of a recommended rotation
for vegetables.

Figure 14.1 are commended vegetable rotation

Follow the arrows carefully. Describe the rotation by listing the
groups of vegetables according to the order in which they appear in
the rotation. Begin with leafy vegetables. This is a recommended
rotation.

Copy the recommended rotation of vegetables in your notebook.
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Why do you think this is a recommended rotation?

This is because of the following reasons.
. Leafy vegetables which are shallow-rooted follow bulbs/roots

which are deep-rooted.
. Vegetables of the same group do not follow each other. This

helps to control pests and diseases.
. Leafv vegetables which use a lot of nitrogen are followed by

legumes which rePlace nitrogen.
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Exercise
1 Rotating vegetables means:

a growing many types of vegetables on a plot
b growing different types of vegetables at one time on a plot
c changing the types of vegetables grown on a plot
d changing the order of growing vegetables on a plot

2 Rotating vegetables increases yield because it:
a makes shallow rooted crops grow bad
b improves soiltexture
c kills diseases
d reduces pests and diseases

3 The recommended rotation for vegetables is:
a leaf, legume, bulb, root, fruit vegetables
c leaf, legume, fruit, bulb/root vegetables
c leaf, root, bulb/fruit, legume vegetables
d leaf, fruit, legume, rooVbulb vegetables

4 ln what order should pepper, Chinese cabbage, carrots follow
each other?

5 A good plan of rotation allows leafy vegetables to follow
rooted vegetables. Leafy vegetables are followed

by because they use a lot of
from the soil. Plants of the same
do not follow each other to control
and diseases.
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Composf manure

lntroduction
You have already learnt that vegetables, like other plants, need plant
nutrients. Manures and chemical fertilizers are best sources of plant
nutrients. An example of manure that is suitable for growing
vegetables is compost manure.

In this unit, you will learn what compost manure is, its importance
and how to make it.
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Activities
Activity l: Meaning and importance of compost

manure
What do you think is meant by compost manure? Why is compost
manure important? Find out from a nearby vegetable farmer and
your teacher.

From your findings, you will note that compost manure is the
decayed plant and animal matter or waste. lt is made from such
materials as grass, vegetables, crop residues, weeds, kitchen waste
and farm yard manure.

Compost manure is important because it:
. supplies nutrients to the soil
' improves soil structure and movement of water and air in the soil
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Activity 2: How to make compost manure
Look carefully at figure 15.1 below showing how compost manure is
made.

Figure 15./ making compost manure in a heap

What are the steps in making compost manure shown in figure 15.1?

Your teacher will show you how to make a compost heap by
following the steps below:
. Choose a well drained or dry area.
. Measure the piece of land 150 cm by 150 cm.
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Sowing vegetables

lntroduction
You have learnt how to prepare land for vegetables. The next step is
to sow the vegetable seeds. Some vegetables need coolweather.
Therefore they need to be sown at the right time. For the seeds to
germinate well, care should be taken when sowing, mulching and
watering the beds

In this unit, you will learn when and how to sow vegetable seeds in
nursery beds.



Activities
Activity 1: Sowing vegetables
How do farmers sow vegetable seeds in your area? Which vegetables
are sown directly in field beds in your area? Which vegetables are
first sown in nursery beds?

What methods do farmers use to sow vegetable seeds in your area?

Find out from parents or farmers. List down your findings in your
notebook. Discuss your findings with your teacher.

Note the following observations.
. Some seeds can be sown directly in field beds. For example, all

root vegetables, all legume vegetables, pumpkins, squash,
cucumber, okra and melons are sown directly.

. Other seeds have to be sown in nursery beds first and be
transplanted later. Such vegetables include tomatoes, egg plants,
cabbages, rape, lettuce, onions, amaranthus and mustard (mpiru).

Look at figure 17.1 below showing one of the methods of sowing
vegetables.

Figure 17.1 one of the methods of sowing vegetable seeds

ldentify the method.
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Visit a neaby vegetable garden to see how seeds are sown. Obserue
the steps which the farmer follows when sowing vegetable seeds.
Record the steps in your notebook.

Discuss with an agricultural extension worker and the teacher the
best time to sow different vegetable seeds and the correct method for
sowing each type of vegetable seeds.

With the help of your teacher, sow vegetable seeds in a nursery bed
following the steps below.
. Water the nursery bed thoroughly.
. Make seed drills at 15 cm apart and 1 cm deep using a small stick.
. Sow seeds thinly, using fingers to avoid overcrowding. The seeds

can be mixed with sand before sowing if they are very small.
. Cover the seeds lightly with soil.
. Water the nursery bed well.
. Cover the nursery bed with grass (mulch).
o Keep nursery beds always moist.

Exercise
1 Name any three vegetabte seeds that are sown directly in the field

beds.
2 Name any two vegetable seeds that are sown in nursery beds first.
3 What are the main steps for sowing vegetable seeds in a nursery

bed?
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Transplanting,mulching and
watering vegetables

lntroduction
You have leamt that some vegetable seeds need to be sown in
nursery beds first before transplanting them into field beds. The
transplanted seedlings should be mulched properly and watered.
This helps to produce strong and healthy plants.

In this unit, you will learn how to transplant, mulch and water
vegetables in order to produce strong and healthy plants.
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Activities
Activity 1: Transplanting seedlings
When do farmers transplant vegetable seedlings in your area? Visit
your vegetable garden. Find out if seedlings are about ready for
transplanting. lf they are about ready, reduce watering. This should
be done one or two weeks before transplanting. This is to allow the
seedlings to harden off. Discuss the meaning of 'hardening off' with
your teacher.

How do farmers in your area transplant vegetable seedlings?
Discuss with your parents, agricultural extension worker and the
teacher the steps to follow when transplanting seedlings.

The steps to follow when transplanting seedlings areas follows.
. water the nursery beds thoroughly so that seedlings can be easily

lifted when transplanting
. Water the field beds thoroughly.
. Mark out the planting holes at the right distances in a straight line.
. Dig holes in the positions you have marked.
. Lift the seedlings with all the roots and as much soil as possible.
. Place the seedlings carefully into the hole in the field bed.
. Fillthe hole with topsoil up to the mark of soil in the nursery bed.
. Press the soil around the plant gently with fingers.
. Cover the bed with grass (mulch).
. Water the seedlings daily.

Your teacher will show you how to transplant vegetable seedlings.
Transplant the vegetable seedlings in your vegetable garden.
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Activity 2: Watering vegetables
How often should water be applied to vegetable seedlings? How
much water should be applied? Why is it important that adequate
water be applied to the seedlings? Discuss this with your teacher.

You will note the following observations.
. Young seedlings will require frequent watering. Water them at

least once a day. The vegetable beds should be kept moist.
. As seedlings grow, they require more water. Increase the amount

of water to be applied to the seedlings.

Activity 3: Mulching vegetables
What is mulching? Why do farmers mulch their vegetable beds?
How do they mulch them?

Visit a nearby vegetable garden to observe how farmers mulch their
vegetable beds. Discuss with your teacher how to mulch vegetable
beds.

Note that mulching means putting grass on the field beds or around
the plant. Mulching the vegetable beds is important because it:
. helps to keep moisture in the soil
. helps to controlweeds
. adds manure to the soil when the mulch rots
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Exercise
1 When should seedlings be transplanted?
2 How are vegetable seedlings transplanted?
3 Mulching means:

a applying manure on vegetable beds
b putting grass on vegetable beds
c uprooting weeds from vegetable beds
d tilling around vegetable plants on beds

4 Mulching is important because it:
a gives high vegetable yields
b helps weeds to grow
c makes vegetables grow fast
d helps to keep moisture

5 Fill in the blank spaces in the statements below.
When vegetable seedlings are young, water them at least

every day. When seedlings are fully grown,
increase the of watering.
When vegetable seedlings are ready for transplanting,

the amount of water to allow the seedlings to
'harden off'.
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Thinning and weeding
vegetables

Introduction
You have learnt how to sow vegetable seeds. lt is normal in direct
sowing to sow more seeds than you need on field beds. lf more
seeds germinate, some plants must be removed. Wherever seeds
are sown, they will germinate together with unwanted plants. These
unwanted plants must also be removed.

In this unit, you will learn why the extra plants and unwanted plants
must be removed. You will also learn how to remove them.
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Activities
Activity 1: Thinning vegetables
What do you think is meant by thinning? Why is it necessary to thin
vegetable seedlings? How is thinning done? Discuss with your
teacher.

Table 19.1 below shows when thinning is done to some of the
vegetables.

Table 19.1 best time to thin vegetables

Your teacher will show you how to thin vegetables. Thin vegetables
in your garden using the following steps.
. Water the beds to make the soil moist.
. Uproot weak plants, leaving the correct number per station.
. BuU the uprooted plants, or put them in the compost heap.

From what you have done, remember that thinning is the removal of
extra plants. lt is done to reduce competition between plants for
food, water and space which results in weak plants and low yields.
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Vegetable Thinning

Carrot Thin at 4 weeks to 10 cm apart.

Pumpkins Thin soon after seedlings appear,to 2 plants per
station.

Cucumber Thin soon after seedlings appear, to 2 plants per
station.

Spinach Thin at 4 weeks to 20 cm between plants.



Activity 2: Weeding vegetable beds
What is weeding? Why is it necessary to weed vegetable beds?
When should weeding be done? How is it done? Find out from
nearby farmers. Record your findings in your notebook. Discuss
with your teacher.

Look at figure 19.1 below showing a way of weeding vegetable beds.

Figure 79.1 weeding a vegetable bed

ldentify the method of weeding shown in the figure. Name another
method of weeding vegetables. Discuss with your teacher.

Visit your vegetable garden to check if there are any weeds. lf there
are some weeds, your teacher will show you how to remove them
from the vegetable beds. Weed your vegetable beds.

From what you have done, note the following obseruations.
. Weeding is the removal of unwanted plants in the garden.
. Weeding should be done as soon as weeds appear.
. Weeding is done to reduce competition between plants and weeds

for food, water, air and space.
. Weeding also helps to control pests and diseases.
. Weeds are controlled in a vegetable garden by uprooting or

removing them by using a hand fork or sticks.
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Exercise
1 Thinning is:

a when plants become smaller
b sowing plants to fill gaps
c the removal of unwanted plants
d the removal of extra plants

2 When should weeding be done in vegetable beds?
3 Fill in the blank spaces in the following statements.

a Thinning should be done in order to reduce
between the plants for space, air,

. Competition results in
plants and low
should be done because it reduces
between plants and weeds and it also

controls and

Irjt ,s
--b

'gk$

b
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Applying manure and fertilizers
to vegetables

lntroduction
Vegetables, like other plants, need food. The food for plants that is
in the soil may not be enough for most vegetables to grow well and
give high yields. Therefore, manure and chemical fertilizers must be
added to the soil to provide the food.

In this unit, you will learn about manures and fertilizers that can be
applied to vegetables. You will also learn how to apply the manure
or feftilizers.
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Activities
Activity 1: Manure and fertilizers that can be applied

to vegetables
Do farmers in your area apply manure and fertilizers te+rrgetables?

Which manure and fertilizers do they apply to vegetables? When do
they apply them?

Visit a nearby vegetable garden to find out the following:
. names of manure and fertilizers which the farmer applies
. time of applying manure and fertilizers
. methods used to apply manure and fertilizers

Record your findings in your notebook. Discuss your findings with
your teacher.

You will note that farmers apply farm yard manure or compost
manure. The manure should be well rotten. Fresh manure bums
plants. Sometimes they apply chemical fertilizers such as calcium
ammonium nitrate, compound S and compound D.

The manure and fertilizers are applied during land preparation. They
are also applied as plants grow,
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Activity 2: Methods of applying manures and
fertilizers

How are manure and fertilizers applied to vegetables? Study figures
2O.1,20.2 below and 20.3 on page 102 showing methods of applying
manure and fertilizers.

Figure 20.1 a method of applying manure or chemical fertilizers

Figure 20.2 a method of applying manure or chemicalfertilizers

Figure 20.3 a method of applying manure or chemical fertilizer
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Name the methods shown in figures 20.1 ,20.2 and 20.3 on page 101 .
Which of the methods is most commonly used in your area?

Your teacher will show you how to apply manure or fertilizer to
vegetables. Apply manure or fertilizer to your vegetables in the
school garden.

The following are some of the methods of applying fertilizers or manure.

Broadcasting
Manure and fertilizers are spread on the beds and raked into the soil.
This is done before planting the vegetables.

Banding
When seeds are sown close together in rows, a groove is made
along the row of seedlings and fertilizer is spread along the groove
then covered with soil.

Dollop method
This is used when seedlings are far apart. Fertilizer is applied to each
plant into holes dug on each side of the plant.

Note that manure is mostly applied using the broadcasting method.
Chemical fertilizers are applied using allthe three methods.

When the vegetables have been transplanted or are established,
apply fertilizers correctly.

Exercise
1 When should manure or fertilizers be applied to field beds?
2 How are manure or fertilizers applied on the nursery bed?
3 How are fertilizers and manure applied to vegetables after

transplanting?
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Controlling pesfs and diseases
in vegetables

lntroduction
As vegetables grow in a vegetable garden, they are likely to be
attacked by pests and diseases. Pests and diseases reduce yields.
Therefore, they need to be controlled.

In this unit, you will learn what pests and diseases of vegetables are.
You will also learn how to control them.
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Activities
Activity 1: Pesfs of vegetables
what are the common pests of vegetables like cabbages, tomatoes,
onions, carrots, peas and beans? Find out from vegetabre farmers or
your teacher.

Look at figure 21.1 below.

snaii

Figure 21.1 common pests of cabbages, tomatoes, onions, carrots, peas or beans

ldentify the pests. Your teacher will help you to name the pests.

Visit the schoolvegetable garden. ldentity the pests found in the
garden and draw them in your notebook. collect the pests and
display them in the classroom.
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Activity 2: Methods of controlling pesfs
How do farmers in your area control pests in their vegetable
gardens?

Visit a nearby vegetable garden to obserue how the farmer controls
pests in vegetables. Record your observations in your notebook.
Discuss with your teacher the methods of controlling pests in a
vegetable garden.

Table 21.1 below shows some of the common pests of vegetables
and how they can be controlled.

Table 21.1 vegetable pests and their control

Your teacher will show how to control pests found in your vegetable
garden. Controlthe pests using suitable methods.

The pests which attack vegetables include caterpillars, aphids,
snails, grasshoppers, cutworms and bean beetles. The pests can be
controlled by spraying suitable chemicals and practising crop rotation.
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Vegetable Pest Method of control

Cabbage caterpillars
grasshoppers
cutworms
aphids

sprayrng sevrn
spraying sevin or malathion
spraying sevin
spraying dimethoate or malathion

Tomatoes cutworms
aphids
nematodes

spraying sevin
spraying malathion
practising crop rotation

Onions

Carrots

aphids

nematodes

spraying malathion

practising crop rotation

Peas or beans aphids
cutworms
beetles

spraying malathion
spraying sevin
spraying sevin
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Activity 3: Diseases of vegetables
Which diseases commonly attack vegetables in your area? Visit a
nearby vegetable garden to observe signs of diseases that attack
vegetables and the parts of the plants attacked. Record these in
your notebook. Discuss the findings with your teacher.

Go to your vegetable garden. ldentify diseases that attack the
vegetables. Observe parts of the plant attacked and signs of the
diseases. Copy table 21.2 below in your notebook. Using the
findings from your vegetable garden, fill in the table.

Vegetable Disease Part attacked Signs

Table 21.2 diseases of vegetables

Discuss the diseases with your teacher.
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Activity 4: Methods of controlling diseases
How do farmers in your area control diseases in their vegetable
gardens? Discuss the methods with your teacher. Your teacher will
show you some of the ways of controlling the diseases in your
vegetable garden. Control the diseases in your garden using correct
methods.

Table 21.3 shows common diseases of vegetables, their symptoms
and how the diseases can be controlled.

Table 21.3 some diseases of vegetables and their control

From your activities, you will note the following obseruations.
. Diseases reduce crops yields.
. Diseases should be controlled.
' The commonest ways of controlling diseases in vegetables are by

spraying suitable chemicals, practising crop rotation and uprooting
diseased plants.
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Vegetable Disease Signs of damage Control

Cabbage black rot rotting and bad smell
from outer leaves

using clean seed
using crop rotation,
uprooting diseased
plants

Tomato leaf blight dark brown spots on
leaves and stem

spraying dithane
M45

Onion bulb rot leaves and bulbs rot drying bulbs

Garrot sofi rot rotting of carrots practising crop
rotation

Peas

Beans

powdery-
mildew

halo blight

leaves covered by
greyish powder

dark brown spots
surrounded by a
yellow circles

spraying daconilor
dithane M45

using clean seed
practising crop
rotation
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Exercise
1 Name any two common pests of cabbages, tomatoes, peas and

beans.
The common pest of onion is
The common pest of carrot is
Applv in peas or beans to control aphids.
Gutworms or beetles in peas or beans can be controlled by
spraying

Black rot is a disease that attacks
a tomato
b lettuce
c cabbage
d rape
How can you control soft rot in carrot?

a
b
a3

b
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Harvesting vegetables

Introduction
Different vegetables become ready for harvesting at different stages.
Therefore, vegetables should be harvested as soon as they are
ready.

ln this unit, you will learn when to harvest vegetabres and proper
ways of harvesting them.
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Activities
Activity 1: When to haruest vegetables
How do farmers in your area know that vegetables are ready for
harvesting? What are the signs of readiness for ditferent
vegetables?

Go to the schoolvegetable garden to observe signs of readiness for
different vegetables. Record the signs of readiness in your
notebook. Discuss the signs with your teacher. Compare them with
those in table 22.1 below.

Table 22.1 signs of readiness for some vegetables

It is important to recognise the signs of readiness so that the
vegetables are harvested in time. This will help the farmer obtain
high quality vegetables.
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Vegetable Sign of readiness

Cabbage Heads become firm.

Tomatoes Fruits turn light red.

Onions Leaves turn brown and the bulb have a dry skin arounc
them.

Carrots The roots grow big.

Beans/peas The pods become wellfilled.



Activity 2: Harvesting vegetables
How do farmers in your area harvest different types of vegetables?

Study Figure 22 below 1 showing a method of harvesting cabbages.

Figure 22.1 harvesting cabbage

ldentify the method of harvesting cabbage shown in figure 22.1
above.

Figure 22.2below shows a

Figure 22.2 hawesting tomatoes

How are the tomatoes being harvested in figure 22.2 above? why is
it important to pick only those fruits that are ready?
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Study figure 22.3 below showing a method of harvesting carrots and
onions.

Figure 22.3 harvesting carrots and onions

ldentify the methods of harvesting carrots and onions.

Look carefully at figure 22.4below showing a method of harvesting
beans.

Figure 22.4 hawesting beans

ldentify the method in figure 22.4. Discuss the different methods of
harvesting vegetables with your teacher. Table 22.2 shows some of
the methods
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Vegetable Method of harvesting

cabbage cutting otf the mature heads

tomato picking fruits

onrons uprooting the bulbs

carrots uprooting the roots

beans/peas picking the pods

Table 22.2 methods of harvesting ditferent vegetables

Your teacher will show you how to harvest vegetabtes in your
garden. Haryest your vegetables when they are ready using the
correct methods.

once you have harvested the vegetables, you should sellthem.

Exercise

When should vegetables be harvested?
Fill in the blank spaces in the table below.

1
2

Pods are wellfi l led.
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Trees and the environment

lntroduction
Trees are very useful to people, animals and the environment. They
provide among other things, shade and necessary products for
people and animals. Trees also protect the environment.

In this unit, you will leam the uses of trees to people, animals and the
environment. You will also leam the effrects of careless cutting down
of trees.
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Activities
Activity 1: Importance of trees to people
In what ways are trees important to people? Study figure 31.1 below.

Figure 31. 1 some uses of trees to people

What are the uses of trees shown in figure 31.1 above? Name other
uses of trees to people. Discuss with parents, fellow pupils and the
teacher.

Copy the following sentences in your notebook. Fill in the missing
words by choosing the correct words from the box below the
sentences.
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Trees are usefulto people in that they:
o provide and oil.
. are used in making crafts and
o provide which is essential for breathing.

oxygen, medicine, firewood, timber, paper, rubber, match sticks

Uses of trees to animals
Study figure 31.2 below below.

Figure 31.2 uses of trees to animals

What are the uses of trees to animals shown in figure 31.2? Name
other uses of trees to animals.

You will notice that trees are a home for some animals. They also
provide food and shade to animals and birds.
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Activity 3: Importance of trees to the environment
Think of ways in which trees are usefulto the environment. Look
around your school and home. Observe how trees are important.
Discuss with your teacher.

You will notice that trees make the environment beautiful. They help
reduce soil erosion and act as windbreaks. They help conserve
water by reducing the speed of running water.

NOWHARE
loQor

Exercise
1 State four uses of trees to people.
2 State two uses ol trees to animals.
3 In what ways are trees important to the environment?
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Conservation of trees

Introduction
You have learnt that trees are useful to peopre, animals and the
environment. They provide firewood and timber to people, shade
and home to animals. Trees also protect the environment. Trees
should therefore, be protected by using them wisely and planting
more of them.

In this unit, you will learn ways of conseruing trees.
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Activities
Activity 1: Effects of cutting down trees
Examine the surrounding areas where most trees have been cut
down. What is the result of cutting down trees carelessly on the
environment?

For you to be able to answer this question, do the following activity.
. Choose some bare ground, and another covered with grass.
. Collect a bucket of water.
. Pour water onto each piece of ground.
. Observe how the water moves on the two pieces of ground.
. Observe what the moving water is carrying.

Discuss your findings with your fellow pupils and the teacher.

You will notice that water runs faster on bare ground and a lot of soil
is removed. What do you think are other etfects of careless cutting
down of trees?

Visit an area which has no trees. Observe the effects of careless
cutting down of trees on the environment. Discuss with a forest
officer or your teacher the other etfects of cutting down trees.
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You will note that careless cutting down of trees leads to
deforestation which results in the following:
. soil erosion
. drying up of rivers, streams, boreholes and wells
. silting up of rivers and lakes
. low rainfall
. formation of deserts
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Activity 2: Ways of conseruing trees
Look around your school or home area. Find out natural or plAnted
trees? How are the people using and caring for the trees? How are
the trees conserved? Discuss with your teacher, fellow pupils and
parents ways that should be followed to conserue trees.

Copy the following sentences in your notebook. Fill h the missing
words by choosing the correct words from the box below:

Trees can be conserued in a number of ways. These include:
. avoiding careless of trees

more trees
bush fires

establishing

woodlots cutting down avoiding planting

With the help of your teacher and parents:
. plant trees at your school and home
. take care of the school woodlot and trees planted at your home

Exercise
1 What are the effects of careless cutting down of trees on the

environment?
2 Explain how trees can be conserued.
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